A compass
to guide us
In uncertain times, precise plans
feel increasingly futile.
This guide will help you develop a compass
to navigate towards your North Star, with
an attitude of continual reorientation.
You will need
•
•
•

A printed copy of this pack, or a digital copy
with a notebook or paper
Pens
Post-its

If you’re working as a team, you can collaborate
by dropping this document into a Mural board,
lock the pages and add post its over the top.

This resource is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 4.0 International License.

Answering yes to these? You’re headed for murky waters

Our compass
of Enrol Yourself and imagine
what the future might hold.
questions, which direction are

Are we getting
greedy with profit?

Are we always
preferencing
logical, analytical
thought?

We developed our compass
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Are we regularly
acting like robots?

Do we act as if
we have all the
answers?
Do we take on
work we don’t care
about? Are we
regularly bored by
what we’re doing?

North St ar

Would anyone we
touch describe
us as ‘soul
destroying’?

Are we growing at the
expense of other things
we value, e.g. quality or
culture?
Are we making
assumptions that
scale = success?

Do the people we touch
feel included & a sense of
belonging?

Do our decisions enchance
connection & reduce
separation?

Are strong
relationships central
to our approach?

Do our decisions move
us towards financial
resilience?
Are we able to
contribute to a
sufficiently good living
for those we work
with?
Are we creating
gardeners, not just
gardens - distributive
not monopolising?

Are we able to do
what we do well,
with the time that
we have?

Do we focus on what
we’re grateful for as
well as what we want
to change?

Do the people
we touch feel
they are stuck or
stagnating?

Are we shaping our
patch of the world
in alignment with
our values?

Our North S ta r

Murky Wat ers

Are we
hypocritcal?

Do we actively
invite different
perspectives,
backgrounds and
voices?

Are we
homogenous?
Are we in an echo
chamber?

Is our carbon
footprint growing?

Are we cutting our
CO2 footprint, or
having a positive
environmental
impact?

Do we practise
what we preach?
Do we support the
movements we
care about?

North St ar

Our North S ta r
Do the people we
touch feel they
are learning and
growing?

Have we forgotten
to enjoy the one
life we have?
Are we sacrificing
those in our team
for social impact
‘out there’?
Do we only have
one way of making
money?

Are we building
more walls than
we’re taking down?

Are we struggling to
make ends meet? Do
we overstretch our
collaborators?

Are we accepting
‘dirty’ money?
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Belonging and
relationships

Health and
resilience

Do the people
we touch feel
excluded or alone?

Do our decisions
encourage
distrust?
Are we regularly
acting like dicks
and damaging
relationships?

Living the
change

Are we growing
mindfully, and
deepening as we
grow?

Do the people we
touch feel a bit
of love and magic
and humanity?

Are we also
considering limits
to our growth, or
even de-growth?
Are we questioning
and deconstructing
our assumptions about
growth?

Environmental
and social justice

Murky Wat ers
Do we have an
effective nervous
system? Is information
flowing freely?
Are we drawing on
multiple sources
of intelligence,
inside and outside
of our community?

Are we drawing on
ancient wisdom and
practices as well as
contemporary?

Are we listening to our
intuition as well as to
science and data?

Learning

Soul

Good growth
only
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Use our
compass
categories

own questions for navigation.
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Murky Wat ers
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Belonging and
relationships

Health and
resilience

Living the
change

Environmental
and social justice

Learning

Soul

Good growth
only

Design your own uncertainty compass
a) Your Why
What is the future you’re building towards?

Exercise 1:
Your North Star brings together

How

What are the beliefs that underpin this purpose?

Why
What

and the path towards it.

b) Your How
What’s your strategy for creating this future?

What evidence underpins your strategy?

Example: Enrol Yourself’s North Star
Our Why

Our How

Our What

A post-growth future for
our finite planet

Inclusively spreading
the craft of hosting and
participating in peer groups

Peer groups enacting
post-growth futures by
learning together, now

We believe:

We know:

We do:

• Human potential to learn
is infinite

• Peer groups can unlock
potential that individuals
can’t unlock alone, but
craft is required to do
this well

• The Host Fellowship:
seeding peer groups
by training Hosts to run
the Learning Marathon
(our 6 month peer-led
process)

• People can learn to
thrive together on our
finite planet

• Peer group participants
become ‘pollinators’;
spreading peer-led
values, practices and
ways of relating

• Partnerships: sharing
our experience with
aligned organisations
• ?: imagining new ways
to spread the craft

c) Your What
How will you enact your strategy?

What are the activities you’ll carry out?

Design your own uncertainty compass
a) Your Categories

Exercise 2:

What are the core values of your organisation or project?
Come up with as many as you can.

Create your compass categories

kind of behaviours and attitudes will help to

Example: Enrol Yourself’s Compass Categories

b) Your Symbols

Belonging and
relationships

Learning

Health and
resilience

Soul

Living the
Change

Good growth
only

Environmental
and social justice

Choose the most important ones (ideally 5 - 8 values) and create a symbol for each.

Design your own uncertainty compass
a) Your Navigation Points

Exercise 3:
Compass
Category

Generate your
navigation points

Answering yes to these?
You’re heading for murky waters

Answering yes to these?
You’re headed to the North Star

Your navigation points are

waters.
questions.

Example: Enrol Yourself’s Navigation Points

Environmental
and social justice

Compass
Category:

Answering yes
to these?
the North Star

Answering yes
to these?

Do we actively
invite different
perspectives,
backgrounds and
voices?

Are we
hypocritcal?

Are we cutting our
CO2 footprint, or
having a positive
environmental
impact?

Do we practise
what we preach?
Do we support the
movements we
care about?

Is our carbon
footprint growing?

Are we
homogenous?
Are we in an echo
chamber?

Continue on paper if you run out of space!
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Your compass
•
•
to the number of compass categories
•

•
each side.
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